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Friends and partners congratulate on our 10th anniversary

CONGRATULATIONS

10  J A H R E

Ursula Haubner 
Austrian Federal Minister of Social Security
"My most cordial congratulations go to Superfund on their 10-year anniversary. Their

successful way, which began in Austria, is extremely impressive. Highly appreciat-

ing their about 370 employees, Superfund shows that the social component is high-

ly important in the capital market sector."

Prof. Dr. Helmut Thoma
Founder of the German TV chain RTL
"It is not easy to take the right business decisions. You need a keen sens,
as much information as possible, and the right instinct. This is essential
on the capital market. Creating a computer system which decides without any
human influence is a great challenge....

Dr. Klaus Albrecht Schröder
Manager of the Albertina in Vienna
"Ten years of Superfund means a decade of future-oriented
investment. Future-oriented also means that Superfund
knows that money alone does not provide happiness.
Superfund, thus, does not forget other values, particularly
cultural ones. The recently concluded partnership with the
Albertina sets new standards. I hope that it will be a suc-
cessful as the first ten years of Superfund. Congratulations!"

Udo Lattek
Most successful German football trainer ever
"I would like to Congratulate to Superfund on its 10 year
anniversary. I am very pleased to work together with such
a dynamic and successful company. I wish Mr. Baha lots
of luck for the future and I am sure that he will continue

to invest his customers' money successfully and
that he will keep sponsoring in the area of sports."

Niki Lauda, Three times Formula 1 champion
"On the capital market as well as in Formula 1, the

long-term result counts. On the short run, you
can lose races, as long as you are on the podi-

um at the end of the season. Superfund has
managed to achieve this. Congratulations

and 10 more great years."

Michail Gorbatschow
Nobel Peace Prize laureate

"Ten years are a long time - not only
in politics, but also in economy.

Congratulations to the Superfund Group
on their success, particularly Christian

Baha, who always remained on his
path."
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here is a low rumble. It's start-

ing to appear in more and more

print articles. Alpha. Everyone

is talking about "alpha". Consider this

excerpt from the New York Times:

"While that [alpha] may just be Greek to

people far removed from Wall Street, when

money managers talk about alpha, they are

referring to investments that make money even

when markets are slumping. It is the opposite

of beta, the term applied to investments whose

returns tend to track the market.” 

More importantly than simply making

money "even when markets are slumping"

(let's face it "slumping" can mean many dif-

ferent things to different people!), generating

alpha is about ‘skill’.

Skill-based trading is what trend follow-

ers do. It's what all great traders do. While

many might argue over an exact definition, it

makes sense to think of alpha as return a

trader can generate up and above the index.

Of course, many believe that a skill-based

return is impossible. They believe the only

return to be had is from following the "index".

Trend Following: How Great Traders Make

Millions in Up or Down Markets (New and

Expanded Edition) lays out clear evidence of

this skill in the form of detailed performance

reports. Trend following to make money, and

as a form of generating alpha, is very doable.

All this said, you only have to look around

for a few minutes to find mass confusion

among the financial press. For example, I

was forwarded the following interview

request last week: "What to Do with 2005

Winners/Losers -- Wall Street Journal (United

States) I'm looking for investment strategists,

money/portfolio managers, financial planners

and professors to discuss what investors

should do with the big stock winners and los-

ers they hold from 2005 as 2006 approach-

es. This is for a Sunday Wall Street Journal

article." 

Don’t exit profitable trends. I called this

reporter, introduced myself and said that if

you have winners - don't exit - keep riding

the trend. I said you don't get rich taking

profits, so if the trend is still on, stay with the

trend. My explanation at its base level was a

simple story of how traders generate alpha.  

The media want "predictions". She was

not buying my message. There was a long

pause. Silence. She then said that she could

not write that since it was not true. She want-

ed to know how I could say such a thing. I

tried to explain the basics of following the

trend. She did not "get" it and did not want to

get it. 

I was surprised for a moment that this

reporter would not listen, but then again was

it really a surprise? She of course wanted

"predictions". 

Sitting through choppy periods is alpha.

Right after speaking with this Wall Street

Journal reporter, I received a call from a key

player at a trend following firm with a track

record exceeding 15 years. They had a great

November (up +15%) after a choppy most of

2005 (November recouped much of the year).

We both agreed trend following is challenge.

Meaning can you sit there in the midst of

choppy markets waiting for the trend? Can

you tolerate the pain of loss for the potential

of gain? That's the life of the great traders.

That's the life of those who make the millions.

For this man, being able to sit through chop-

py periods waiting for trends is their skill. It's

their alpha. 

Why mention both of these people? With

so many mixed messages zooming into our

living rooms, critically picking apart the good,

the bad and ugly is sometimes the only way

to learn! 

T
SKILL-BASED RETURN

US best selling author Michael Covel for FUTURE:

Trend following methods can make more of your money, but you also have to be
ready to sit through choppy periods.

FUTUREtrends
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